FLOCK®

Collaborative Solutions

MORE VERSATILE. MORE COLLABORATIVE.

Flock brings people and ideas together, and now it delivers
even greater functionality and design flexibility. This
versatile collection of collaborative solutions has expanded
its offering to include casual seating and seated height tables
to further enhance productivity, wherever work gets done.
Each element works seamlessly with the rest of the Flock
family to increase comfort and functionality, maximize
layout possibilities, and make a stylish statement.

COLLABORATIVE TABLE BASE OPTIONS
A variety of table bases in disc, T-leg and
X-base style in Textured Satin Chrome and
Textured Charcoal enhance any design
aesthetic.

BASE | T-LEG STYLE

BASE | X-BASE STYLE
Seated Height
Standing Height

BASE | DISC STYLE
Seated Height
Standing Height

SOFT SEATING LEG OPTIONS
Choose tapered round or square legs for
a sleek profile and conventional aesthetic.
The disc leg offers a more contemporary
look, while the casters increase mobility.

MORE POSSIBILITIES
From welcoming and community spaces to collaborative hubs and nooks,
Flock’s selection of casual seating and seated height tables offer more
planning options for any size space.

CASUAL GUEST CHAIR
Designed for active interaction, featuring
a slightly more vertical back angle and
a shorter, narrower seat to promote
upright sitting

CASUAL LOUNGE CHAIR
Designed for informal environments, with
a slightly more reclined back angle and a
deeper, wider seat for a relaxed posture

4-LEG STOOL

TAPERED ROUND LEG

TAPERED SQUARE LEG

CASTER*

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
DISC LEG

FINISHES
Table bases, seating and ottoman
legs are available in Textured Charcoal
or Textured Satin Chrome.

TEXTURED CHARCOAL†

TEXTURED SATIN CHROME

* Casters are Black only
† Textured Charcoal is not available on the Casual Guest, Casual
Lounge and 4-Leg Stool

MINI CUBE
Shown in dual
upholstery

MINI CYLINDER
Shown in dual
upholstery

SEATED HEIGHT SQUARE
COLLABORATIVE TABLE

SEATED HEIGHT ROUND
COLLABORATIVE TABLE
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